CONGRESS OF THE PHILIPPINES
EIGHTEENTH CONGRESS
First Regular Session

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

H. No. 6218

BY REPRESENTATIVES BAUTISTA-BANDIGAN, DUTERTE, GARCIA (V.),
UY (J.), NUÑEZ-MALANYON, GONZAGA, ALVAREZ (P.),
ACOSTA-ALHA, BAUTISTA, GONZALEZ, PALMA, DALIPE,
ZAMORA (W.K.), ZARATE, GUYA, SANGCOPAN, VILLAFUERTE,
SUANING (E.), LABADLADAD, YU, ZUBIRI, ALMARIO,
ARENAS, ESTRELLA, ERMITA-BUHAIN, FARINAS (R.C.),
FORTUN, HERNANDEZ, MANGUADATU, MIMO, PACQUIAO (A.),
PACQUIAO (R.), NATIVIDAD-NAGANO AND UNGAB, PER
COMMITTEE REPORT NO. 222

AN ACT RENAMING THE MALITA DISTRICT HOSPITAL IN
BARANGAY Poblacion, MUNICIPALITY OF MALITA,
PROVINCE OF DAVAO OCCIDENTAL TO MALITA WOMEN’S
AND CHILDREN’S WELLNESS CENTER

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Philippines in Congress assembled:

SECTION 1. The Malita District Hospital located in Barangay
Poblacion, Municipality of Malita, Province of Davao Occidental is
hereby renamed the Malita Women’s and Children’s Wellness
Center.

SEC. 2. The Malita Women’s and Children’s Wellness Center,
hereinafter referred to as the Center, shall provide specialty
healthcare services on obstetrics and gynecology, prenatal, postnatal,
and neonatal care, lactation programs, children’s immunization,
other women and pediatric care and animal bite treatment.

SEC. 3. The Center shall be under the direct supervision and
control of the Provincial Government of Davao Occidental.

SEC. 4. The Secretary of the Department of Health (DOH)
shall immediately include in the Department’s subsidy program, its
support for the capital outlays requirement of the Center.

SEC. 5. The Chief of Hospital shall submit to the DOH a
development plan to reflect the developmental goals of the Center.
The medical personnel, capital outlays and budgetary needs for the
operation of the Center shall be based on its development plan.

SEC. 6. This Act shall take effect fifteen (15) days after its
publication in the Official Gazette or in a newspaper of general
circulation.

Approved.